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We all remember Patrick Stewart. Good. Now imagine him without the hump on his back, with a
monkey tucked behind his leg, clutching a man-sized monkey head. Youre imagining a character
from the first movie in the Jumanji series. Well, that character isnt actually imaginary, either: it is

Patrick Stewart, in the video above, as Dr. Smalls. You can watch the video for yourself, or enjoy the
pictures showing the cast around the set. But, Im warnin ya, unless you like Patrick Stewart, this set
of pictures will make you want to dry your eyes. Im sure that you agree with me, but why not cast
yourself on our forum and be the first to tell us if weve got it right. Welcome to the jungle… unless
that jungle is an actual jungle. Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle is the follow up to the cult classic,
Jumanji, and features a younger cast of stars (Dwayne Johnson, Jack Black, Kevin Hart, and Karen

Gillan), and a plot that finds them sucked into the game-wielding body of four teenagers trapped in
the jungle for years. Will they be able to survive? And more importantly, will they like how they look
in their bodies? Our Review: Since the release of Jumanji over four years ago, the Jumanji franchise
has been going strong, with Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle following soon after. The new film is the

second instalment in the series, following the original Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle released in
1995, and focuses on four teenagers discovering the game console of a dead billionaire. With The

Jungle Book, P.L. Travers originally wrote a book about a tribe of animals in a jungle who get
together to build a society. It was never published because she was afraid people wouldn’t accept

the notion of talking animals. Jumanji is the second one in the series; that was published, and
received a slew of awards.
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